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Pavane (Op. 50) by Gabriel Fauré  
Arranged for Saxophone Ensemble

The following pages contain the parts for an arrangement for a large saxophone ensemble.  
Comments regarding the transcription:

- The original key is preserved.  
- The sopranino and bass saxophone parts are optional.  
- Required parts are SSAAATTBB.  

Performance considerations:

- If a sopranino saxophone is not used and the altissimo G# in the first soprano part is a problem, the first and second sopranos should lower measures 31-34 an octave.  
- Using multiple players per part is fine, solo / duet marked parts should be one player per part, though.  
- The pizzicato sections from the string parts in the original composition are clearly marked as:  

![Pizzicato notation]

Playing the pizzicato sections is subject to interpretation with the saxophone ensemble. Using an attack syllable like “doe” with elongated, but separated, notes should work well. An alternative that deviates from the string section original approach, but works nicely with the saxophone ensemble, is to interpret these sections as (making the entire piece very legato):

![Alternative pizzicato notation]

I’ve provided this arrangement free of charge. If you perform this piece, I’d appreciate hearing about it and if possible, I’d like to receive a copy of the program and a recording. I can be contacted at eddie@classicalsax.com

If you find any issues in the transcription, please let me know so I can publish corrections.
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